GEORGE HERBERT AND EARLY MODERN MUSICAL CULTURE

Described by one contemporary as the ‘sweet singer of the Temple’, George Herbert has long been recognised as a lover of music. Nevertheless, Herbert’s own participation in seventeenth-century musical culture has yet to be examined in detail. This is the first extended critical study to situate Herbert’s roles as priest, poet and musician in the context of the musico-poetic activities of members of his extended family, from the song culture surrounding William Herbert and Mary Sidney to the philosophy of his eldest brother Edward Herbert of Cherbury. It examines the secular ‘visual music’ of the Stuart court masque as well as the sacred songs of the church. Arguing that Herbert’s reading of Augustine helped to shape his musical thought, it explores the tension between the abstract ideal of music and its practical performance to articulate the distinctive theological insights Herbert derived from the musical culture of his time.
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Preface

Many readers first encounter George Herbert’s poetry, as I did, in musical settings. I vividly remember first coming across Herbert’s poetry as a chorister learning Vaughan Williams’s *Five Mystical Songs*, and being fascinated and intrigued by the words I was singing – what does ‘calcined’ mean, I wondered? Why is music three parts vied and multiplied? His poetry has long held an appeal for musicians, popular in both the simplest of hymn-settings and as the inspiration for more elaborate and extended choral works. Such continued musical interest in Herbert’s verse recognises, I believe, something profoundly important and fundamental about his notion of poetry. Indeed, from the first publication of his verse, Herbert was lauded by his contemporaries as the ‘sweet singer of the Temple’, and modern critics continue to recognise his interest in music: as Helen Wilcox notes, *The Temple* is not only a picture gallery but a place of singing . . . The inspiration of music is not only present in the metaphors of his lyrics but is intrinsic to their very nature.2 There exist a number of studies, like John Hollander’s *The Untuning of the Sky*, Louise Schleiner’s *The Living Lyre in English Verse*, and Diane Kelsey McColley’s *Poetry and Music in Seventeenth-Century England*, which include substantial discussions of Herbert’s verse in the context of early modern musico-poetics.3 Yet for all this, there is still no extended and comprehensive account of Herbert’s own musical activities and their impact on his poetic practice. This is in part because the attempt to articulate Herbert’s understanding of the relationship between music and poetry in a historically nuanced manner forces us to recognise significant lacunae in our understanding of Herbert’s experience of music-making, and of the ways in which those activities related to early modern musical culture more widely. Herbert’s own music has long been silenced: while historical records suggest that Herbert was an accomplished and enthusiastic lutenist and viol-player who set and sang his poetry to music, we have very little precise information
about the actual notes he performed. There is no written record of Herbert’s own settings (which may, indeed, never have been written down, but only improvised or sung from memory). And while a number of early seventeenth-century settings of his poetry survive, giving many insights into contemporary song culture, it is unlikely that Herbert ever heard or performed any of them: the critical consensus is that all of these settings postdate the posthumous publication of *The Temple* in 1633. As a result, literary criticism has tended to pay only fleeting attention to Herbert’s actual musical practices, preferring instead to turn the notion of ‘Herbert the musician’ into an emblem of saintliness and lyric skill. Rather than understanding Herbert’s music in a fuller sense as an embodied and socially engaged activity and a technology of devotion that complemented and interacted with his literary activities, such readings risk divorcing Herbert from the world – and sound-world – in which he lived and participated, returning us once again to the portrait of the cloistered and isolated poet, alone with the page.

This study places *The Temple* within the wider context of seventeenth-century musical culture, and particularly the practical music-making in which Herbert participated. Significantly, while that musical culture included church music, it was not limited to it, and the study of Herbert’s music means not only engaging with seventeenth-century sacred music-making but also expanding our sense of music to explore a more comprehensive picture of early modern musical culture. This book attempts to give a broad sense of the diversity of the musical activities of Herbert, his family, and his friends. One important emphasis of this study is its attention to the vibrant and dynamic amateur musical activities that characterised the home life of Herbert and his immediate family. Herbert’s more extended family play a prominent role too, exploring the musical patronage and song culture at the estate of William Herbert, third Earl of Pembroke, and the part Herbert’s aristocratic kinsmen played in the spectacular musical and dramatic entertainments produced at the Stuart court. Ranging across the full gamut of the socio-political spectrum, this study recognises also Herbert’s participation in a more popular culture of music-making, finding his verse resonating with not just a cultivated aesthetic of elite musical society but also the popular, ballad-like singing of metrical psalmody by his parishioners at Bemerton.

One of the consequences of approaching Herbert’s musico-poetics through the musical culture that shaped it is that it challenges received opinions of Herbert’s verse as a whole. Herbert’s verse, and indeed metaphysical poetry in general, has been characterised as preoccupied with
transcendence; and this is true also of appreciations of Herbert’s use of music, which has been seen as a metaphor that invokes notions of perfect harmonies quite distinct from the world of fallen, discordant humanity. Discovering the musical culture surrounding Herbert changes this. It is a musico-poetics grounded in a practice that speaks of participation and sociability; it is time-bound, evanescent, and often imperfect in its realisation, seeking to find a place for dissonance as well as concord within its aesthetic. Moreover, far from desiring to escape the world of discord, it acknowledges imperfection and dissonance as an integral feature of musical experience.

Such a reading reorients, too, the way we approach the contested issue of Herbert’s theology. There is no doubt that Herbert’s music speaks continually of God and of transcendence. But if music did speak of transcendence for Herbert, it did so nonetheless through immanent, embodied experience. Insofar as music intimates the divine, it does so through an incarnated present. Herbert’s musico-poetics has often been read as an expression of Calvinist pietism suspicious of the bodily and the material, aspiring to the perfect harmonies away from this world. Examining more closely the musical culture that shapes Herbert’s musico-poetics forces a reassessment of Herbert’s theological standpoint and how his music and poetry express that theology. It is precisely the fact that music can comprehend both transcendent ideals and immanent realities that made it such an effective vehicle for Herbert’s devotional poetics: music is divine not because it stands as celestial harmony over against earthly discord, but because it articulates the paradox and coincidence of both, an aural imitation and intimation of the mystery of the incarnation. In this respect, Herbert’s music approaches what this book describes as an Augustinian understanding of the nature of music. Like Augustine, Herbert was well aware of the dangers of music: its potential for indulgent distraction could induce much anxiety for both writers. Yet despite such risks, an Augustinian musical aesthetics presents the particular merits of thinking devotionally in these terms: holding together the ideal and more immediate reality, understanding the ways in which the fallibility of human action can be comprehended within what Augustine describes as the *carmen universitas*, the great song of God’s creation.

Reading Herbert as a musician as well as a poet of music has implications for broader questions of modern literary critical practice. As Jennifer Richards has recently noted in her important study of oral reading in the English Renaissance, ‘Most of us read alone in private and public spaces which, if not silent, are quiet. This is bound to affect how we regard earlier
It is easy to ignore sonic (and musical) experience in such silent encounters with the page, yet increasingly scholarship is becoming aware of the shortcomings of setting aside orality and the voice when reading early modern texts. We need not (and should not) subscribe to a reductive binarism between orality and literacy to understand the implications of this insight for reading 《The Temple》. Herbert is certainly writing with an eye for the page – we need only to glance at ‘Easter Wings’ to see that – but we severely misrepresent his poetic if we are not equally alert to the ways in which his poetry is also born out of an important oral and aural sensibility. By approaching Herbert’s musico-poetics in these terms, embedded in a culture of listening and sociable music-making, the present study joins the ranks of a growing body of scholarship that critiques a literary critical focus on the exclusive study of the written (rather than sounded) characteristics of language, and expands the insights of this work. Thinking in terms of 《The Temple》’s architectural analogy is helpful here: this is not simply a visual edifice, but an acoustic space too, ringing with sound.
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